### Fielding

**E**: Williams (2) (5, throw, foul); Askew (3, throw).

### Bunting

2B: Vasquez (10, Lyons); Keegan (3, Velez).

### HR

Williams (14, 1st inning off Lyons, 0 on, 1 out); Baker (9, 4th inning off Virbitsky, 0 on, 1 out); James (5, 4th inning off Virbitsky, 1 on, 1 out).

### TB

Baker (4); James (5); Keegan (2); Sasaki; Schnell; Vasquez; Williams 5.

### RBI

Schnell; Keegan; Robertson.

### Team RISP

Ardoin 4; Higgins; Valdez, L 2; Willems.

### SAC

Bencosme (4, 2nd base by Harney/Keegan).

### Team LOB

9.

### Bunting

**HR**: Ardoin (5, 5th inning off Askew, 1 on, 0 out).

**TB**: Ardoine 4; Higgins; Valdez, L 2; Willems.

**RBI**: Ardoine 2 (2B); Higgins 2 (2B); Valdez, L (1B); Wagner (3B).

**Runners left in scoring position, 2 out**: Willems; Wagner; Beavers.

### SAC

De León; Prado.

### Team RISP

3-for-10.

### Team LOB

7.

### Fielding

**E**: De León (9, missed catch).

### ERA

Harney 4.20; Askew (L, 7.6); Gaston 5.63; Carter 4.74; Sharp 5.57.

### IP

Harney 3.0; Askew 4.0; Gaston 3.0; Carter 2.0; Sharp 1.0.

### HR

Lyons 1.0; Virbitsky (W, 3-1) 4.75; Carter 2.0; Veles 1.0; Sharp 1.0.

### BB

Willems; Wagner; Beavers 2.

### SO

Harney 5; Lyons 4; Askew; Gaston; Carter; Sharp.

### BF

Harney 13; Askew, L 16; Gaston 10; Carter 16; Sharp 16.

### WP

Askew.

### HB

Baker (by Lyons); De León (by Harney); Prado (by Askew).

### Pitch timer violations

Higgins (batter timer).

### Pitches-strikes

Harney 57-33; Askew 63-36; Gaston 43-28; Lyons 20-10; Virbitsky 60-37; Carter 28-18; Veles 19-14; Sharp 19-10.

### Groundouts-flyouts

Harney 3-0; Askew 2-1; Gaston 5-2; Lyons 0-1; Virbitsky 5-4; Carter 1-0; Veles 0-2; Sharp 0-0.

### Batters faced

Harney 13; Askew 16; Gaston 10; Lyons 6; Virbitsky 17; Carter 7; Veles 5; Sharp 5.

### Umpires

HP: Jacob McConnell. IB: Samuel Carey.

### Official Scorer

Jason King

### Weather

85 degrees, Partly Cloudy

### Wind

4 mph, Calm

### First pitch

2:04 PM

### T

2:38

### Att

1315

### Venue

Leidos Field at Ripken Stadium

### July 23, 2023